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What we know

● These trends are in the beginning phases
● Very limited research on potential health impacts
● Most claims about the impacts of shared, autonomous, and electric 

vehicles are very speculative
● Many intended and unintended consequences
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Electric Vehicles
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Potential Health and Safety Benefits

● High air pollution levels negatively affect public health—Vehicles that burn 
conventional fuels create emissions that add to these levels

● EVs produce fewer emissions, some produce no emissions at all, Lower 
emissions = improved air quality

● However, depends on source of electricity—if grid is petroleum based reduces 
or eliminates gain

● Safety benefits unknown



Shared Vehicles
● Mobility and Safety

○ Increased congestion, and total vehicle miles travelled (1, 2)

Causes of Increases in Congestion and Vehicle Miles Travelled in 
San Francisco between 2010-2016



Shared Vehicles
● Access to Housing, Jobs and Services

○ Increased accessibility for some, barriers for others (3)



Shared Vehicles
● Employment

○ Driver incomes are falling, no benefits (5)



Autonomous Vehicles
● Traffic Safety

○ Reduced collisions? 
● Non Communicable Diseases

○ Increase in automobile dependency and obesogenic environments?
● Employment

○ Competition with transit
○ Reducing labor costs a strategic priority for ride-hailing companies 

(Uber and Lyft) 

Automation without electrification or sharing could significantly increase 
congestion, vehicle miles traveled, greenhouse gas emissions and create 
mobility barriers for some. 
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Measuring Health Impacts
Considerations Metrics

Mobility and Safety 1) Reliability 
2) Affordability
3) Efficiency
4) Safety

Access to Housing, Jobs and Services 1) Access to new mobility options
2) Job and educational access
3) Healthcare and social services access
4) VMT

Employment 1) Transportation-related opportunities
2) Employment benefits and stability
3) Local businesses and economic activity 

Air Pollution and GHG Emissions 1) Air quality
2) GHG emissions

*Based off of Greenlining’s report “Autonomous vehicles, heaven or hell?”



Suggested Approaches
● Health equity needs to be a primary consideration
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Suggested Approaches
● Health equity needs to be a primary consideration
● We need proactive policy and regulations
● We need interdisciplinary teams, and community 

input when making decisions
● We need publicly collected and accessible data



Discussion Topics
● What mechanisms should be used to distribute 

benefits of the three revolutions equitably?
● How should we limit the adverse outcomes of the 

three revolutions?
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